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Introduction

Krauatungalung Walk, named after the traditional 
landowners, will be a practical demonstration of 
respect and healing by increasing our mutual 
understanding of the rich Aboriginal heritage of 
Lakes Entrance and the life experiences of the 
Lakes Entrance Aboriginal community.

The circuit will tell traditional stories as well as 
contemporary stories of the local Aboriginal com-
munity, while providing an opportunity to develop 
an active community and help provide improved all 
abilities access within Lakes Entrance.

Krauatungalung Walk will encourage unity and 
acceptance of all cultures providing a ‘common 
ground’ and further enhancing Lakes Entrance as 
a tourist and enviable lifestyle destination. 

The following report outlines the development of 
the Aboriginal Art concept design for the proposed 
All abilities walk.
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Site Context

The site, located on the foreshore between the Lakes Entrance Footbridge and Hammocks Bridge, Eastern 
Beach, presents a unique opportunity for the development of an Indigenous themed all abilities accessible safe 
walking circuit.

Being close to the town center, at the iconic footbridge this location offers the perfect opportunity to deepen the 
understanding and respect of the Aboriginal culture in a way that has never been done before, in such a high 
profile location in East Gippsland.

The land located within the site holds great significance and meaning to the Indigenous community as it 
represents a sense of belonging, culture and healing.  The area has and continues to be important to the com-
munity through water, food, medicines and materials that it provides.   
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Cultural History

The GunaiKurnai people inhabited the Gippsland region for many thousands of years.  
They are recognised as Traditional Owners of over 1.33 million hectares in Gippsland 
and comprises of five clans – Brataunlung, Brayakaulung, Brabralung, Tatungalung 
and Krauatungalung. 

Each of the five clans of GunaiKurnai were entrusted to care for their own land. They 
knew where their land started and finished based on the acts of their great ancestors.

Their country was created by spirits – the ancestors who linked them to the land and 
bestowed on them their identity, rights and responsibilities.  They defined their           
relationship with the land – how it should be used, how to move through it safely and 
how to care for it.  In return, country provided physical and spiritual nourishment for its 
people, with plentiful food, medicine, water and natural resources for survival. 

Many of the Lakes Entrance Aboriginal community were forcibly removed from their 
traditional lands to the Lake Tyers Aboriginal Mission, due to government policy of that 
time, some Aboriginal people were once again removed from the Lake Tyers Aboriginal 
Mission, because they were seen as “half casts”.  They settled on the outskirts of 
Lakes Entrance as they did not feel welcomed in Lakes Entrance. This became their 
home. A place of belonging to the land.  Overtime attitudes changed and Aboriginal 
people began to move into the central area of Lakes Entrance.  In more recent times 
other Aboriginal people have moved of their own free will to join family members and 
friends. Today over 300 Aboriginal residents from many Aboriginal nations make up the 
Lakes Entrance Aboriginal community. which now makes up the present day Aboriginal 
Community.  

The strong connection to their country and their ancestors is evident in their culture,  
art and stories.  The Aboriginal community believes it is an honour to share their 
culture and stories, as well as having an opportunity to recognise the Traditional    
Landowners of Lakes Entrance, the GunaiKurnai people as the central story of this 
unique Krauatungalung walk.
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Consultation

An Aboriginal Advisory Committee (AAC) has been 
formed to develop concepts and ensure the artistic, 
cultural design of the walk provides an understanding of 
the rich Aboriginal heritage of Lakes Entrance.

The AAC have provided a cultural art concept which 
truly embodies the essence of this walk – harmony, 
respect, understanding and acceptance for all diversi-
ties.
 
Traditional landowners of Gippsland, the GunaiKurnai 
people, along with the local Aboriginal elders have been 
consulted on a number of levels in relation to this circuit.  
A number of cultural heritage considerations impact this 
site, as such a detailed cultural heritage management 
plan will be required as part of the detail design plan.  
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Concept Progress - Design Vision

Krautungalung Walk will offer a number of cultural, recreational and social opportunities for the residents and visitors of Lakes Entrance.  
Acknowledging the diverse demographic of Lakes Entrance residents and the visitors attracted to the area, the art concept design was 
developed to ensure a pleasurable and educational experience for people of all abilities.

The walk will express significant stories of our traditional landowners whilst also recognising and honoring the contemporary emersion of 
the local Aboriginal community.
   
The walk will be a practical demonstration of healing the people through providing a greater understanding and acceptance of cultural 
diversities.  The ‘break out’ areas will provide a canvas for sharing both traditional and contemporary storylines that speak to the rich 
Aboriginal heritage of Lakes Entrance and the several phases of land uses.

The cultural design will ensure integration with new developments throughout Lakes Entrance to further build on and strengthen the cultural 
experience the town can offer whilst blending into the environment.
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Design Materials

The art concept design will incorporate a range of composite materials which have been selected to blend in and complement 
the natural environment. Natural timbers along with corten steel sculptures and structures have been selected to assist in telling 
the stories. 
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Design Concept Development

As a result of consultation, it was agreed that the walk would begin with the traditional stories of the GunaiKurnai people, as you 
progress along the southern boardwalk to the east the stories would take a more contemporary view with the pedestrian bridge 
assisting in the transition from the cultural significance of the walk through to the modern European settlement of Lakes Entrance, 
then coming to an end at the ‘common ground’ a meeting place of respect and understanding for all diversities.

Five significant ‘break out’ locations have been identified with the opportunity to provide smaller structures offering local quotes 
attributed to the Local Elders and their recollection and understanding of the local area.  
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Break-Out Area 1

Located in the highly prominent location of the Lakes Entrance Fore-
shore, the break out area one will become the canvas to welcome 
residents and visitor to the country of the Krauatungalung clan of the 
GunaiKurnai people. The inclusion of the Aboriginal Flag alongside 
the Australian Flag will become a strong representation of respect 
and reconciliation, further enhancing the significance of this walk. 

This location will feature a display of the five shields identifying each 
clan of the Gunaikurnai people.  The shields will be appropriately 
positioned facing their traditional country and will be made from 
corten steel.

The five shields are identified as:
Brataualung people in South Gippsland. From Cape Liptrap and 
Tarwin Meadows east to the mouth of Merriman Creek; inland to near 
Mirboo; at Port Albert and Wilsons Promontory.

Brayakaulung people around the current site of Sale. Providence 
Ponds, Avon and Latrobe Rivers; west of Lake Wellington to Mount 
Baw Baw and Howitt.

Brabralung people in Central Gippsland.  Mitchell, Nicholson and 
Tambo Rivers; south to about Bairnsdale and Bruthen.

Tatungalung people near Lakes Entrance on he coast.  Along Ninety 
Mile Beach and about Lakes Victoria and Wellington from Lakes 
Entrance southwest to mouth of Merriman Creel; also on Raymond 
Island in Lake King.

Krauatungalung people near the Snowy River.  Cape Everard (Point 
Hicks) to Lakes Entrance; on Cann, Brodribb, Buchan and Snowy 
River; inland to about Black Mountain.
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Break-Out Area 2

Located at the surf side of the footbridge, ideally 
positioned to give a sense of arrival and emersion 
into the environment and land of our traditional 
people, will be the creation story of Borun and Tuk.

The story of creation starts with Borun, the Pelican 
and Tuk, the musk duck. Borun and Tuk, married 
and became the mother and father of the five clans, 
the creators of Gunaikurnai.  

The creation story helps to explain the bonds the 
Aboriginal community has to their country and 
reminds them that their ancestors are still watching 
over the landscape today. 

This location will feature a corten steel sculpture of 
Borun and Tuk, nestled in their natural environ-
ment. 
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EXISTING FIRST CONCEPT
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CURRENT CONCEPT
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Boardwalk

Break-Out Area 3

Located towards eastern beach will provide an 
opportune site to transition from the traditional 
stories to the contemporary stories of the Lakes 
Entrance Aboriginal community.

‘Pelican Point’ as known by the local Aboriginal 
community is a place of great significance as it 
marks the location where locals crossed from the 
north to the south of Cunningham Arm. It was also 
a favorite playground for the young children and an 
abundant source of fresh food and medicine.

This site will feature interpretative signage.

quotes to feature on rusty steel 
signs around the walk
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Break-Out Area 4

Located at Eastern Beach, the installation of a ‘boomerang’ pedestrian bridge will 
be a practical transition connecting the cultural experience with the modern Europe-
an settlement of Lakes Entrance.

The pedestrian bridge will feature pictures etched into its sides, sharing images of 
the significance of the area.
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Break-Out Area 5

Located on the township side, the rotunda would offer a prominent and fitting location for a ‘common place’.

This site would be the gathering place for all cultural diversities, it will be a practical demonstration of people of all background in one 
central location learning, sharing and harmonizing together in mutual respect and acceptance.

This site will feature the existing rotunda with modifications to the rotunda, art works and stories to reflect this sentiment. 
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Estimate of Costs

Note: This estimate is based on currently available industry prices. Archistyle have based the proposal costs on 
previous experience for recently designed projects on Foreshore Development.

Cost estimates of art installations and story boards

Breakout Area 1 - 
Corten Sheilds - $30,000
Sheild Installation - $5000
Flag Pole - $10,000
Plaques for Sheilds - $5,000

Corten Sculptures - $30,000
Landscaping - $10,000
Plaques/sign - $2000
Timber Screening - $20,000

Seating - $5,000

corten screening on bridge
with etched wording

Mosaic Tiling over drawing - $50,000
Timber Screening surround - $45,000

Boardwalk Breakout - $8,000
Plaques/sign (multiple around walk) - $5000

Breakout Area 2 - 

Breakout Area 3 - 

Breakout Area 4 - 

Breakout Area 5 - 

TOTAL (estimate):

$50,000

Estimate

$62,000

$18,000

$40,000

$95,000

$226,000

Break-Out Area 1

Located in the highly prominent location of the Lakes Entrance Fore-
shore, the break out area one will become the canvas to welcome 
residents and visitor to the country of the Krauatungalung clan of the 
GunaiKurnai people. The inclusion of the Aboriginal Flag alongside 
the Australian Flag will become a strong representation of respect 
and reconciliation, further enhancing the significance of this walk. 

This location will feature a display of the five shields identifying each 
clan of the Gunaikurnai people.  The shields will be appropriately 
positioned facing their traditional country and will be made from 
corten steel.

The five shields are identified as:
Brataualung people in South Gippsland. From Cape Liptrap and 
Tarwin Meadows east to the mouth of Merriman Creek; inland to near 
Mirboo; at Port Albert and Wilsons Promontory.

Brayakaulung people around the current site of Sale. Providence 
Ponds, Avon and Latrobe Rivers; west of Lake Wellington to Mount 
Baw Baw and Howitt.

Brabralung people in Central Gippsland.  Mitchell, Nicholson and 
Tambo Rivers; south to about Bairnsdale and Bruthen.

Tatungalung people near Lakes Entrance on he coast.  Along Ninety 
Mile Beach and about Lakes Victoria and Wellington from Lakes 
Entrance southwest to mouth of Merriman Creel; also on Raymond 
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River; inland to about Black Mountain.
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Conclusion

The art concept of Krauatungalung Walk looks to provide an         
opportunity to deepen our understanding and respect of the          
Aboriginal culture in a way that has never been done before,           
in such a high profile location in East Gippsland.  

Krauatungalung Walk will be a practical demonstration of healing by 
immersing the walker in the natural and cultural landscape, through 
traditional and contemporary stories. It will create strong connections 
of respect and understanding of cultural diversities.

Gunaikurnai people believe: 

‘It is important for us to be able to walk in their footsteps and follow 
their journeys from thousands of years ago – it is powerful, spiritual 
aspect to our cultural heritage, and fundamental to our recognition 
and respect’.

 
 


